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Catching Salmon by Court Order:
Treaty Fishing Rights in Puget Sound
by Joe Robinson
When white settlers began to occupy
the Pacific Northwest in the mid-nineteenth century, they encountered a
thriving Indian culture whose prosperity
depended heavily upon the abundant
supply of salmon and steelhead trout.
Although subsequent treaties deprived
Indians of their ancestral lands, many
tribes specifically reserved the right to
continue taking fish at their accustomed
spots. This seemingly straightforward
formula grew increasingly difficult to
interpret as non-Indian fisheries claimed
a largershare of the resource, and habitat
degradation dramatically reduced the
populations of migrating salmon and
steelhead. This article examines the development of this treaty fishing right in
northwestern Washington, where the
value of the salmon catch, or "harvest,"
approaches fifty million dollars a year in
Puget Sound alone.
The Stevens Treaties
Represented by Washington Territorial
Governor Isaac Stevens, the United
States in 1854 and 1855 acquired nearly
all of northwestern Washington from the
Indian tribes living there. In exchange the
tribes received small reservations on
tribal homelands and annuities amounting to less than 1/ cent peracre. However,
identical provisions in each of the five
treaties that Stevens negotiated with the
Puget Sound tribes stated:
The right of taking fish, at all usual
and accustomed grounds and
stations, is further secured to said
Indians, in common with all citizens

of the Territory...
(Treaty of Medicine Creek, 10 Stat.
1133)
Indian tribes continued to harvest most
of the fish for several decades after the
treaties. Their "right of taking fish" was
not a controversial issue because fish
were plentiful and significant non-Indian
fisheries had not yet developed. In addition, the Indian population was itself
declining because of exposure to European disease. But as white settlement
increased and the development of
modern canning techniques made the
fish more valuable, non-Indians began to
dominate the fishery. Inevitably, the State
of Washington started to regulate offreservation fishing by treaty Indians.
In 1916, the Supreme Court of Washington affirmed the State's right to regulate off-reservation fishing in spite of the
Stevens Treaties, based on the State's
inherent police power over wildlife within
its borders. State v. Towessnute, 89
Wash. 478,154 P. 805 (1916). Twenty-five
years later, the same court convicted a
Yakima Indian of catching a salmon
without a license, as required by State
law. The U.S. Supreme Court reversed
the conviction in Tulee v. Washington,
315 U.S. 681 (1942), and limited the
State's jurisdiction over treaty fishing to
regulations "necessary for the conservation of fish."
Although Tulee restricted the scope of
permissible State regulation, the phrase
"necessary for the conservation of fish"
was subject to varying interpretations.
Frequent State seizures of Indian nets
and equipment, in the name of "conser-

vation," led the tribes to contest State
jurisdiction over their treaty rights in the
federal courts. Makah Indian Tribe v.
Schoettler, 192 F. 2d 224 (9th Cir., 1951),
held that the State could not prohibit net
fishing by treaty Indians without proof
that such regulations were necessary to
preserve the salmon run. In Maison v.
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla
Indian Reservation, 314 F. 2d 169 (9th
Cir., 1963), the Court of Appeals again
rejected State regulation of treaty fishing,
because the State failed to prove that the
regulations were "indispensible" to the
effectiveness of the State conservation
program.
In 1973, the U.S. Supreme Court added
a new wrinkle, interpreting the original
treaty phrase "in common with" to mean
that the fish must be "fairly apportioned"
among treaty and non-treaty fishermen.
Puyallup Tribe v. Washington Department of Game (Puyallup II), 414 U.S. 44
(1973). This fair share requirement was
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more ambiguous than the Court's earlier
mandate that State regulation be "necessary for the conservation of fish." The
difficult task of putting these principles
into practice gave rise to one of the most
controversial treaty rights decisions of
the century, tried in the U.S. District
Court for western Washington by Judge
George Boldt.
U.S. v. Washington
In United States v. Washington, 384 F.
Supp. 312 (1974), Judge Boldt decided
that onlythose State regulations intended
to provide for an adequate numberof fish
to spawn and propagate the next run
(escapement) were "necessary for the
conservation of fish." As for the number
of fish exceeding an adequate escapement level, he ruled that Puyallup I's fair
share requirement entitled the Indians to
up to 50% of this harvestable excess in
each run. He further required that an
equitable adjustment be made in the
Indians' favor, to account for salmon and
steelhead caught in the ocean by nonIndians beforethe run ever reached tribal
fishing grounds.
Irate commercial fishermen claimed
that Boldt's ruling violated the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment because it allocated up to
50% of the fish to Indian tribes comprising less than 1% of the state's population. The Washington Supreme Court
agreed. Washington State Commercial
Passenger Fishing Vessel Association v.
Tollefson, 89 Wash. 2d 276,571 P.2d 1373
(1977). State agencies relied upon the
authority of the State court and stopped
regulating fisheries in accordance with
the federal guidelines announced by
Judge Boldt in U.S. v. Washington.
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Boldt responded by enlisting the U.S.
Attorney and federal law enforcement
officers to take control of the State's
fishery management. Washington swiftly
appealed but the Court of Appeals completely supported Boldt's action, rejecting the unequal protection argument
of the Washington courts. Puget Sound
Gillnetters Association v. U.S. District
Court, 573 F. 2d 1123 (9th Cir., 1978).
Two years later, the U.S. Supreme
Court substantially affirmed Boldt's allocation plan. Washington v. Washington
State Commercial Passenger Fishing
Vessel Association (Fishing Vessel), 443
U.S. 658 (1979). Following the Supreme
Court decision, State agencies resumed
their fisheries management according to
the guidelines established by Boldt in
U.S. v. Washington, while the District
Court retained jurisdiction to resolve
questions of implementation as they
arose.
Fisheries Management
When U.S. v. Washington recast the
original treaty provisions in mathematical terms it created a need for
numerical precision and data analysis
that exceeded the state of the art in
fisheries management. As one fisheries
biologist noted: "It would be a lot easier if
we were counting chickens in the barn."
1980 Proc. West. Assoc. Fish Wildl.
Agencies 60: 279-82.
Salmon and steelhead, in particular,
present unique management problems
because they are anadromous fish:
spawned in fresh water, they spend most
of their lives in the ocean before returning
to their waters of origin to spawn. There
are five species of salmon that spawn in
Puget Sound tributaries: chinook, sock-

eye, pink, coho and chum. The chinook
run begins in early spring, and the other
species migrate in overlapping runs
lasting one to five months, with the last
chum entering the Nisqually River at the
southern end of Puget Sound as late as
mid-January.
Steelhead trout run later, primarily in
fall and winter. Unlike salmon which die
after spawning, many steelhead survive
the ordeal, which is one of the reasons
why steelhead is classified as a sport fish
instead of a food fish. Although the treaty
fishing right applies equally to salmon
and steelhead, commercial harvesting of
steelhead by non-Indians is prohibited in
Washington.
The State allocates its share of the
steelhead harvest to sport fishermen, and
although the recreational steelhead catch
is far less substantial than the commercial salmon catch in terms of
numbers and weight of fish caught, steelhead fishing involves more people and
provides more State revenue (In 1979,
Washington licensed over 280,000 individuals for sport fishing). As a result,
steelhead management has become an
explosive issue: sport fishing groups
lobby to "decommercialize" steelhead
fishing, while Indians maintain their basic
treaty right to harvest steelhead commercially.
Insulated from the ongoing controversy, and removed from the public eye,
fisheries biologists try to count the
migrating fish. In general, for a particular
river draining into the Sound, the annual
harvest for each species is estimated by
subtracting the escapement goal from
the run-size estimate. Run-size estimates
are determined by a pre-season forecast
and then modified by catch updates as
the season progresses. Methods forforecasting the size of the run range from the
simple averaging of recent run-sizes, to
predictive models incorporating pertinent environmental and brood-year data,
to a large computer model which estimates the offshore populations of
chinook and coho by analyzing various
offshore recapture rates of marked
salmon. Escapement goals can also be
determined in a variety of ways.
In practice, fisheries managers achieve
their allotted share of the catch by
opening certain areas to fishing during
specific periods. Each side tries to
manage its activities so as to take its
share in catches that are reasonably well
distributed across the run. This "proportional harvest" helps to preserve the
natural composition of the run.

Disputes
U.S. v. Washington turned upon two
related aspects of the fishing rights issue:
conservation of the resource, and the
equitable allocation of the catch among

Indians and non-Indians. Judge Boldt
required the State and the Tribes to
develop procedures implementing his
decision, and in 1977, the Puget Sound
Salmon Plan was presented and adopted
by the court. 459 F. Supp. 1020 (1978).
Underthis plan, managers of State and
tribal fisheries work together to achieve
conservation and allocation goals. More
specifically, the Plan requires both sides
to agree on escapement goals and runsize estimates before the season begins.
In addition, the court established a
Fisheries Advisory Board (FAB) to
attempt to settle disputes before a court
trial becomes necessary.
If the State closes a tribal fishery
because it is "necessary for conservation," or if a tribe wishes to propose the
closure of a non-treaty fishery because it
believes continuation will exceed the
non-treaty allocation, the tribe may convene the FAB. Both parties must submit
to the recommendation of the Board's
chair, unless and until the District Court
hears the question and rules on it.
Composed of a non-voting chair and
two voting members, one representing
the State and one the Tribes, the FAB is
poorly equipped to deal with inter-tribal
disputes. But as more tribal fleets compete for fewer fish in Puget Sound, conflicts are inevitable, and tribes accustomed to fighting State regulation are
going to court against each other. Last
June, the Court of Appeals affirmed the
right of the Skokomish Tribe to prohibit
fishing in the Hood Canal area by
members of the Suquamish Tribe. On the
basis of anthropological findings and
historical evidence contemporary with
the signing of the Stevens Treaties, the
court determined that one tribe's primary
fishing right superseded another tribe's

general treaty right to fish as the "usual
and accustomed" fishing places. United
States v. Skokomish Indian Tribe, 764 F.
2d 670 (9th Cir., 1985).
Another significant problem for fisheries management is presented by (primarily non-Indian) offshore fisheries.
Judge boldt confronted the issue of
equitable adjustment for offshore interception without fully resolving it. After
Boldt's decision, the State contended
that only harvest by Washington residents off the Washington coast needed
to be factored into the harvest sharing
equation, a position seemingly implied
by the U.S. Supreme Court in Fishing
Vessel. 443 U.S. at 689. The Indians
claimed that fish caught by all nonIndians within state-regulated waters had
to be included in the formula, in part
because the Stevens Treaty provision "in
common with all citizens of the Territory"
was, in two of the treaties, phrased "all
citizens of the United States." This, the
Indians argued, was not inconsistent
with Fishing Vessel, because it preserved
the original intent and purpose of the
Stevens Treaties.
Last October, the Court of Appeals
agreed with the Indians, and ruled that
salmon caught by non-residents in
Washington waters had to be included in
the non-Indian share of the salmon.
United States v. Washington, 774 F. 2d
1470 (9th Cir., 1985). In practical terms,
this ruling entitled the Indians to one half
of the non-resident offshore harvest.
Determining the impact that offshore
harvesting has on specific treatyfisheries
inland is perhaps the most difficult aspect
of the allocation issue. Whereas inland
runs are, to some extent, identifiable and
separable according to waters of origin
and run-timing, offshore waters contain a

mixture of populations which may be
impossible to categorize. Consequently,
predicting how each run will be affected
by offshore interception of mixed stock is
an inexact and controversial process.
U.S. v. Washington, Phase II
In LI.S. v. Washington, Judge Boldt
postponed litigation of two issues:
whether artifically propagated and
hatchery-bred fish would be included in
the calculation of the Indian allocation,
and whether the "right of taking fish,"
guaranteed by treaty, obligated the State
to protect the fishery habitat from environmental degradation.
In the second phase of the trial, District
Court Judge Orrick decided that "fish,"
within the meaning of the Stevens
Treaties, included hatchery fish released
into public waters. United States v. Washington (Phase II), 506 F. Supp. 187
(1980). At the time of the decision, Statehatchery fish were found to represent
approximately 45% of the steel head population, and 13% of the salmon.
On the environmental issue, Judge
Orrick found that the treaty provision
"implicitly incorporated" the right to have
the fishery resource protected from manmade degradation. The court refered to
the "gradual deterioration and loss of
natural habitat," and reasoned that the
right to take fish presupposed the continuing existence of fish to be taken.
Generally, anadromous fish require
five environmental conditions: access to
and from the sea, an adequate supply of
good-quality water, suitable gravel for
spawning and egg incubation, an ample
supply of food, and sufficient shelter.
Since 1855, activities such as dam(continued on page 11)

The Monkey Wrench Gang
Goes to Court
by Marc Picker
A large sign outside the National Park
Service Regional Headquarters in
Denver, Colorado, proclaimed. "U.S.
PARK SERVICE: GRIZZLY KILLERS."
A pair of "bears" roamed alongside,
carrying signs reading "Close Fishing
Bridge" and "Give Our Habitat Back."
Nearby, a fisherman and tourist stood in
full regalia.
,No, it wasn't simply some unexpected
entertainment. It was Earth First! getting
across its message-"No Compromise In
the Defense of Mother Earth!" (Note the
mandatory exclamation marks.)
The Denveraction wasaimed at getting
the National Park Service (NPS) to carry
out an agreement to close Yellowstone
National Park's Fishing Bridge Campground. NPS was to have closed the
campground in 1985 as a tradeoff for
construction of hotel units in nearby
Grant Village. Fishing Bridge is located
within prime grizzly bear habitat.
While NPS' failure to close the campground madea numberof environmental
groups angry, there was no appetite fora
lawsuit. Earth First! chose a more direct
attack, its protesting bears.
According to EF!'s driving force, Dave
Foreman, the group "can create a situation (through protests) where a mainstream (environmental) group will find it
more palatable to file a lawsuit, where
before they wouldn't."
The Fishing Bridge protest is designed
to spark those mainstream groups into
suing rather than having to endure EF!'s
marching bears. At the same time, EF!
has been willing and even eager to take
on "certain lawsuits that more mainstream groups are hesitant to touch, such
as RARE II and Fishing Bridge," said
Foreman, one of the eco-defense group's
founders and editor of its newspaper.
About six years ago, Foreman resigned
his job with the Wilderness Society and,
along with a fellow Society dropout and
another who was leaving the Friends of
the Earth, founded a group to engender
environmental radicalism.
The group's first public event was an
ingenious one-its members took 300
feet of black plastic and created a "crack"
in the Glen Canyon Dam. After a long
series of such events, blockades and
efforts that came to be termed ecoterrorism or monkey-wrenching, Earth
First! has developed a new tactic.
Actions in the past have echoed those
of the environmental commandoes in
Edward Abbey's The Monkey Wrench
Gang, a group disgusted with the com-

promising environmental activities of
mainstream groups and more interested
in sabotaging those who would destroy
the land. Now, Earth First! is "developing
a plan of paper monkey-wrenching. We
will be doing more of that," Foreman said.
"We see environmental litigation or
administrative appeals as a way of
slowing down destructive projects,
making them cost more and that way
we're going to get attrition and get some
dropped."
Foreman explained, "If we as Earth
First!ers or environmentalists with limited
funds can figure out the pressure points
of these projects, then we can slow down
the general trend of destruction."

The Role of Litigation
In the view of the former lobbyist and
current activist, "Litigation has a really
important role in the environmental movement. But, there are a couple of problems.
Too often, attorneys see only a particular
problem of law.., and nothing else. They
are operating in a vacuum with the
lawsuit as the only thing they see. They
aren't considering it in view of the rest of
what is going on with that issue."
"Secondly, environmental litigation
depends on the system. It is expecting
the system to do what is right. That may
be too naive a view of how the process
works," he said.
Foreman admits, "I have fundamental
problems with the system, while legal
activity accepts the system, per se."
Comparing environmental attorneys to
lobbyists, Foreman has a clear preference. "I find environmental attorneys
more willing to take a hard-line stand
than the lobbyists. (It is because) where
attorneys get tied to the legal system,
environmental lobbyists get co-opted
into the political system-which is much
worse."
Foreman, formerly the Wilderness
Society's chief lobbyist in Washington,
D.C., explained that there were Sierra
Club attorneys ready to launch a lawsuit
against RARE II (Roadless Area Review
and Evaluation) butthe group's lobbyists
were opposed.
"On balance, I'm more pleased with the
way environmental litigation has gone in
the last 15 years than lobbying. Attorneys
have shown more courage and ethical
behavior than lobbyists and that comes
despite attorneys being part of the
system and having a loyalty to it," he said.

Marine Drop-Out
Goes Ecoterrorist
Dave Foreman is a fourth generation
New Mexican. He was an Eagle Scout
and worked for Barry Goldwater's
1964 presidential campaign. Upon
graduation from high school, Foreman
joined the Marine Corps for a short
period before finding out that its
thinking and his weren't compatible.
After an undesirable discharge, he
went to horseshoeing school, followed
by a stint at a trading post on the Zuni
Indian reservation. Eventually, he
became involved in environmental
issues during the RARE I battles.
He was the Wilderness Society's
Southwest Regional representative
from 1973-77 and 1979-80, the chief
lobbyist/wilderness affairs coordinator for the Society in 1978, and a
member of a number of conservation
councils and study committees in the
mid-to-late 1970s.
In 1980, Foreman joined Howie
Wolke of the Friends of the Earth and
Bart Koehler, another Society employee, to form Earth First! As
Foreman told Outside magazine in its
December/January 1983 issue, "It was
time for a new joker in the deck. A
militant, uncompromising group, unafraid to say what needed to be said or
to back it up with stronger action than
the established organizations were
willing to take."
That meant things like "nonviolent
direct intervention-with wit."
The group drew heavily from its
fictional predecesor, "The Monkey
Wrench Gang" of Edward Abbey's
popular eco-defense novel of the
same name. Abbey, a supporter and
member of EF!, outlined an often
humorous strategy for stopping wholesale development and destruction of
natural resources in his book.
Monkey-wrenching was the term
coined for the acts of ecological
sabotage the Monkey Wrench Gang
performed-things like pulling up
road survey stakes, interfering with

timber sales and road construction,
and introducing sugar as an additive
to bulldozer fuel.
The first public performance by
Earth First! was aimed at The Monkey
Wrench Gang's favorite target-the
Glen Canyon Dam. EF! put together a
300-fcot black plastic ta-p cut to
simulate a giant crack, and then
unfurled it against the dam in 1981, a
symbolic gesture suggesting the huge
concrete wall be destroyed in order to
return the natural beauty of Glen
Canyon.
From that first splash of eco-tage,
EF! has grown to some 5,000 members
nationwide and more than 50 local
chapters. In recent years, the group
has led blockades against timber
operations and road construction in
Oregon and Idaho, and acted in a
number of national parks to decry the
commercialization of the wilderness.
Now, EF! is turning to other methods
to stymie its opposition. Paper
monkey-wrenching, as Foreman explains, is designed to slow up projects
with lawsuits and administrative appeals while blockades and other
protests arouse public opinion. The
idea is to make projects too economically or politically expensive to
complete.
The key to EF!'s appeal has been its
"no compromise" attitude, which has
drawn followers from established
environmental groups.

porting site-specific environmental
impact statement. Earth First! v. Block,
569 F. Supp. 415 (D.C. Ore. 1983).
In addition to providing some of the
individual litigants and money, "we were
blockading and slowing (the project)
down to make time for the lawsuit," he
said.
"We latertriedto doa national RARE II
lawsuit, but there was no way we could
raise the money or put together the
resources."
In action by other groups, Foreman
has found plenty of reasons to support
environmental litigation.
Foreman said he was "very impressed"
by California's G-O Road decision, as
well as court challenges to Bureau of
Land Management over-grazing management. But, he said, because the latter
challenge was not tied to effective public
education and media exposure, "cattle
grazers were able to thwart" the judicial
result.
One lawsuit environmental forces lost
was over the construction of the Alaska
pipeline, "but it made the pipeline much
safer environmentally and prevented a
major oil spill." Although the court
decision wasn't in the environmentalists'
favor, Foreman saw the challenge and
ultimate result as worthwhile.
"Environmentalists have been more
successful in litigation than in lobbying. I
think we've certainly come further in the
courts than in Congress, or with the
agencies. I guess the reason is that the
courts are less susceptible to corporate
lobbying pressure than any other branch
of government."
Future Monkey-Wrenching

Successes and Failures
Earth First! has used the legal system
to its advantage, winning a number of
challenges. One of the most noteworthy
was a 1983 suit against the U.S. Forest
Service over the Bald Mountain Road in
the North Kalmiopsis Roadless Area
adjacent to the Kalmiopsis Wilderness in
southern Oregon. EF! joined a numberof
individuals and the Oregon Natural Resources Council to stop construction of
the road because the government had
not complied with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in designating
the area "Nonwilderness" without a sup-

With the success of paper monkeywrenching and "working within the
system," Foreman sees environmentalists
gaining success in new areas. "Over the
last one and a half years, I've been filing
administrative appeals in Idaho and
Montana based on the California v. Block
decision. 650 F.2d 753 (9th cir. 1982).
And, we've been able to block some
roads, which other groups wouldn't do.
this is very effective paper monkeywrenching, I have one page on a computer based on the Block decision and
we've been successful on more than two
dozen in the last one and a half years."
The Block decision held that the Forest
Service's ElS for RARE IIwas inadequate
and did not satisfy NEPA requirements.
'When we used that on the Bald Mountain
Road in Earth First! v. Block, we got a
preliminary injunction that was later preempted by the Oregon Wilderness Bill.
On appeals in Montana and Idaho, I've
been saying that the road construction or
timber sales involved violate Block.
Unless they've done a full EIS, they can't
do it. And that's held up. Usually, the
forest supervisor withdraws the timber

sale or road permit until they get a land
use plan drawn up."

Problems and Projects To Watch
Foreman finds problems with litigation
in attorney availability, and a related area,
political pressure and arousing public
interest. "I wish there was more access to
environmental attorneys by grass roots
groups and people."
He said, "It has been true that Sierra
Club attorneys have been willing to sue
on a number of issues but the national
leadership hasn't. I think local Sierra
Clubs would be more courageous and
would be willing to go forward with
lawsuits. With more access, more groundbreaking work would be done.
"But, the main problem with environmental litigation in the nation today is the
conservative attitude of their politically
compomised bosses who are the leaders
of national environmental groups."
Blockades and eco-tage such as
spiking trees set for timber sales or
"sugaring" bulldozer fuel tanks are acts
Earth First! has been accused of but acts
which it does not officially condone. At
the same time, Foreman authored a
book, Ecodefense, last year describing in
detail how to perform monkeywrenching.
The group's official tactics are toward
delaying projects and drawing public
attention to potential environmental destruction. EF! uses traveling minstrels,
street theater and poetry readings, including Edward Abbey, to get its
message across.
But, there are drawbacks to the ecotage tactics some members are using(continued on page 11)

Trouble in Paradise ... Again: Yosemite's
Jurisdictional Change
by Naomi S. Rosen
The national park system is one of
America's uniquely successful gifts to the
world. Innovative and successful as the
park idea has been, however, significant
and deeply rooted problems remain. One
of the difficulties arises from the existence of inholdings, privately held land
located within the boundaries of federal
enclaves such as national parks.
The 1916 National Park System Act
directs the National Park Service (NPS)
to preserve natural resources "unimpaired for future generations," and to
promote public recreation. There is a
critical need to balance private inholders'
rights against the NPS' congressionally
mandated public mission.
The older national parks were created
out of the public domain. While this was
largely unsettled wilderness, there
existed substantial vested private rights
in mining, grazing, timber and homesteading. Park enabling acts protected
these rights, creating inholdings. The
greatest concentration of inholdings is
located within the newer NPS areas,
those established on and after July 1,
1959. Yet, even the relatively few inholdings within older NPS areas pose
thorny problems.
Divergent public and private goals
create an uneasy balance between inholders and the parks. Today, this precarious balance between public and
private rights is being tested in Yosemite
National Park. In the Wawona area of
Yosemite, a group of inholders successfully lobbied the federal government to
retrocede exclusive civil jurisdiction over
Wawona to California. Retrocession activi-

ties began in August of 1984 when inholders prompted Mariposa County, California, and the federal government to
seriously consider the change. Former
Assistant Secretary of the Interior for
Fish, Wildlife and National Parks, G. Ray
Arnett advanced the jurisdictional
change, which became final when the
California State Lands Commission
approved retrocession on June 25, 1985.
With retrocession, the federal government retains exclusive criminal jurisdiction, but loses exclusive civil jurisdiction.
The federal and state governments now
share civil jurisdiction over Wawona. The
importance of jurisdiction lies in the
power it bestows on government.
Exclusive jurisdiction empowers the
federal government to make resource
management decisions without local
political pressure. With retrocession, the
federal government enjoys plenary and
preemptive power over federal property.
However, this broad federal power is
often unexercised.
Yosemite National Park History
I must return to the mountains-to
Yosemite . . . I am bewitched, enchanted, and tomorrow I must start for
the great temple to listen to the...
songs and sermons preached and sung
only there.
John Muir
November 15, 1869
Yosemite National Park is loacted in
the heart of the central Sierra Nevada and
is known as one of the "crown jewels" of
the national park system. From 1919 to

1985, the federal government exercised
exclusive jurisdiction over the park, including inholdings. The park's history
before 1919 is interesting and complex.
Federal legislation in 1864 carved the
Yosemite Park State Grant out of the
public domain. The legislation gave the
entire grant, consisting of the Yosemite
Valley and Mariposa Grove of Big Trees,
to California to hold in trust for the
people. The grant designated Yosemite
for "public resort" and noted that these
lands were, for all practical purposes,
economically worthless.
The federal government in 1890 established Yosemite National Park by setting
aside land from the public domain. The
Yosemite National Park Enabling Act
mandated resource protection by directing the Secretary of the Interior to
make and publish . . . rules and
regulations ... necessary and proper
for the management and care of the
park and for the protection ... and...
preservation from injury orspoilation of
all ... timber, mineral deposits other
than those legally located prior to the
date of passage of the respective Acts
creating and establishing said parks,
natural curiosities or wonderful objects
... and forthe protection of the animals
...and fish.
The new national park encircled but did
not include the original Yosemite Park
State Grant of the Yosemite Valley and
the Mariposa Grove of Big Trees.
Even at this early date, there were
homesteaders, miners, loggers and
ranchers who claimed parcels of land
and had vested property rights. In 1893,
one official estimated there were 65,000
privately-owned acres within the new
Yosemite National Park.
From 1890 to 1905, public indignation
grew over California's inadequate
management of the Yosemite Park State
Grant. Old photographs reveal that the
Valley's wide, grassy meadows were
divided, plowed and farmed. The State
was ineffective in fighting forest fires and
regulating both range trespass and
tourist misuse of the resources. Inadequate state appropriations resulted in
poorly maintained roads that were too
few in number to handle the increasing
influx of tourists. Accommodations were
also insufficient to serve the growing
tourist trade. Increasing numbers of
newspapers editorialized about
Yosemite's mismanagement and drew
public attention to it. This was the Era of
Progressives and conservation was on
the minds of highly placed state and

federal government leaders.
The public outcry for federal protection peaked in 1905, when the
Southern Pacific Railroad and the Sierra
Club united to engineer regrant of the
State Park through both Congress and
the California Legislature. While the railroad viewed the regrant as an opportunity to dramatically increase its tourism
revenue, the Sierra Club wanted to protect the park resource. The Sierra Club
thought that greater tourism and the accompanying park visibility and fame
would solidify political support and protection for Yosemite.
In 1905, California regranted to the
federal government the original State
Park Grant of the Yosemite Valley and
Mariposa Grove of Big Trees. When the
federal government accepted the regrant
the following year, the 1890 federal and
1864 state parks were consolidated to
form a single Yosemite National Park.
Upon regrant, John Muir wrote, "...
sound the loud timbrel and let every
Yosemite tree and stream rejoice!" The
federal government retained proprietary
jurisdiction over the 1890 parkland. It
assumed greater exclusive jurisdiction,
however, over the 1864 State Park Grant.
The long and difficult struggle for the
regrant profoundly affected Yosemite
and the entire State. While all efforts
focused on the regrant, quiet maneuvers
were underway to secure a municipal
water supply for San Francisco. With all
eyes rivetted on the regrant, the battle
over Hetch Hetchy was taking shape. The
conservation movement's limited financial and human energy resources were
spread thin, and they were devoted to the
regrant, not to Hetch Hetchy.
Finally, in 1919, California ceded jurisdiction over all of Yosemite to the United
States but reserved the power to serve
criminal and civil process, levy taxes, set
and collect fishing license fees and allow
park residents the right to vote. The
following year, Congress accepted the
cession of exclusive jurisdiction. Exclusive jurisdiction over the entire park,
including inholdings, remained unchanged until 1985.
Yosemite Inholdings: Wawona
Numerous attempts to alter park
boundaries punctuated Yosemite's early
history. Throughout nearly 70 years of
boundary alteration attempts, park lines
excluded Wawona. Alteration attempts
were apparently related to economic considerations involving local mining, timber,
homesteading and hunting interests.
Wawona is located in a very rich
timbering area in the southwest corner of
the park, near the Mariposa Grove.
Wawona may have been excluded from
park protection because it was deemed
economically too valuable to preserve

unimpaired. The original 1864 Act, after
all, set aside Yosemite as land that was
"for all public purposes, worthless." In
1931, Congress authorized the addition
of Wawona to Yosemite National Park.
The following year, a presidential proclamation added Wawona to the park.
Today, Wawona contains the largest
inholding area in Yosemite. The park
consists of about 761,110 acres, with a
total inheld area of about 219.92 acres,
206.86 of which are in Wawona.
Wawona's primarily residential inholdings are intermingled with governmental
structures, including NPS employee
housing. The federal government owns
about 55 percent of all Wawona land.
WAPOA
The Wawona Area Property Owners'
Association (WAPOA) represented
Wawona inholders who sought to change
federal exclusive jurisdiction over
Wawona to concurrent federal and state
civil jurisdiction. WAPOA was the group
that approached then Assistant Secretary of Interior G. Ray Arnett and proposed the change.
The catalyst for retrocession ironically
lies within Yosemite's own planning document, the General Management Plan.
Inholders were concerned about how the
Plan might affect their property. Specifically, the Plan proposed building 200
campsites for public use within Wawona.
One hundred of the sites would replace

an existing Wawona campground. The
other 100 sites would be entirely new and
would double the existing public campground use within Wawona. The General
Management Plan proposed reducing
the number of Yosemite Valley campsites
by 10 to 15 percent. The enlarged
Wawona campground will absorb some
of the campsites eliminated from the
Valley. WAPOA inholders opposed this
redistribution and sought to preserve the
existing number and location of Wawona
campsites.
WAPOA's opposition to the new campground paved the way for the retrocession movement. Observers noted that
Mariposa County officials publicly supported the move, but privately were
worried that it might succeed. For years,
Wawona inholders paid property taxes to
Mariposa County whilethefederal government actually provided inholder services.
County officials wished to preserve this
arrangement. They feared that WAPOA
would demand services for which inholders had paid if Mariposa County did
not support retrocession. The officials in
fact did not want retrocession but felt
they had no political choice other than
supporting it.
Mariposa County also receives significant federal revenue in lieu of property
taxes for federal land located within the
County. In 1981, three federal agencies,
the Bureau of Land Management, Forest
Service, and National Park Service, paid
a total of 31 percent of Mariposa County's
$7.1 million budget. Yosemite National
Park alone contributed 13.6 percent of
that total. Understandably, the County
wished to continue receiving revenue
from both inholders and the federal
government without having to finance
inholder services. Private landowners
and county officials publicly supported
greater local control of Wawona's
resource management and saw retrocession as the most effective vehicle.
Article I Jurisdiction Clause
The Article I Jurisdiction Clause
authorizes Congress to legislate for
federal enclaves, that is, lands ceded to
the federal government for any legitimate
purpose, such as national parks. Under
exclusive jurisdiction, the federal government possesses all the authority of the
state. The state cannot legislate for, or
enforce its laws within the enclave. The
state, can however, legislate and enforce
civil laws that existed when the federal
government acquired exclusive jurisdiction and later state civil and criminal
laws that Congress adopted and applied
to the enclave. Under exclusive jurisdiction, there is no state obligation to
provide services such as fire protection,
water, or sewage and trash disposal. In
Wawona, for example, the federal govern-

acts under the Supremacy Clause.
One governmental study concluded
that when federal and state activities
conflict with each other, the problem is
really not one of a power struggle
between sovereigns. Rather, neither
sovereign wants jurisdictional responsibility, making the problem a power
vacuum.

Article IV Property Clause

ment has provided these services to
inholders.
Traditionally, state cessions defined
the federal government's jurisdictional
authority to regulate national park inholdings. States empowered the federal
government to regulate all national parkland when the state either explicitly or
implicitly ceded jurisdiction over parkland without reserving jurisdiction over
inholdings. Because California did not
specifically reserve jurisdiction over
Yosemite's inholdings, the federal government alone could exercise jurisdiction
over all land within Yosemite.
Concurrent jurisdiction occurs when
the state reserves for itself the same
authority that it grants to the federal
government, makes no cession at all, or
makes a limited cession. A limited cession
occurs when the state reserves for itself
certain exclusive powers, such as the
power to levy a liquor tax. Even though

the federal and state governments enjoy
all of a sovereign's authority over an
enclave, there is not excact equality of
power.
State and federal governments may
agree to any type of jurisdictional arrangement, and the courts will generally
enforce it. Under the Constitution's
Supremacy Clause, the federal government's authority is superior to that of the
state when their functions conflict and
Congress chooses to preempt state
activity pursuant to a legitimate federal
purpose. If the sovereigns cannot agree
when excercising concurrent jurisdiction
and if activities conflict, the federal view
will prevail to the extent of the conflict if
Congress chooses to use the Supremacy
Clause's power. Also, if the state retains
the sole authority to legislate regarding a
specific subject, then state law will prevail
unless it directly contravenes the enclave's federal purpose and Congress

Article IV includes all federally owned
land and provides the federal government with proprietary jurisdiction. Under
Article IV, the federal government
obtains some right or title to an area
within the state but does not obtain any of
the state's authority over the area.
Originally, the federal government was
viewed as having only the power of other
landowners, but Kleppe v. New Mexico,
426 U.S. 529 (1976), held that the federal
government has plenary and preemptive
power over Article IV lands. The basic
premise is that state law prevails until it
directly conflicts with federal law. When
state law conflicts with federal law, to the
extent of the conflict, federal law prevails.
The landmark holding in Kleppe undercut the importance of state jurisdictional
cessions for federal land regulation. In
Kleppe, New Mexico challenged the
validity of a federal statute that established a refuge for wild horses and burros
on federal land in New Mexico. New
Mexico argued that without state cession
of exclusive jurisdiction over federal
property, the federal government could
not enforce a federal statute that conflicted with state law. The state asserted
that the federal government lacked
authority to manage the animals on
federal land within the state's boundaries.
New Mexico acted under state law,
removed the burros and sold them at
auction. Under the federal statute, the
Bureau of Land Management claimed
jurisdiction over the animals and sought
their return. The state responded that
absent the animals' movement in interstate commerce or the injury to federal
land, the federal government was powerless.
The Supreme Court upheld the federal
statute noting that state cession could be
necessary for exclusive federal jurisdiction, but Congress could exercise
other constitutional powers to regulate
federal land. Thus, Congress could regulate federal land using the Property
Clause even without state cession of
jurisdiction. Moreover, the Court held
that federal legislation superseded conflicting state law under the Supremacy
Clause.
Congressional power to make "needful
Rules and Regulations" for federal
property includes the authority to protect

public lands from physical harm, regulate
these lands, and regulate activity that
occurs on these lands.The Supreme
Court underscored the importance of
federal regulation and protection of
federal lands by upholding federal legislation that conflicts with the states' police
power. Finally, the Court recognized
repeatedly the federal government's duty
to hold the public lands in trust for the
people and to administer the trust by protecting these unique natural resources.
Exclusive Jurisdiction Protects Parks
Exclusive jurisdiction protects the park
resources more effectively than concurrent jurisdiction, because it provides
the NPS with more control. Under exclusive jurisdiction, congressional power
is plenary and unshared. The federal
government is the sole decision maker.
Under concurrent jurisdiction, federal
power is plenary and preemptive because
federal and state governments share
power. Plenary and preemptive power is
the theoretical limit when federal actions
involve federal property and purposes.
The federal government may always prevail if its actions promote park protection
and if it chooses to exercise its preemptive power.
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The federal government, however, may
choose not to exercise its power to preempt conflicting state laws. The state
could strongly oppose any federal move
it felt contravened its interests. Both sides
would likely expend time, money, and
energy trying to resolve issues that might
end in litigation. It is not difficult to
envisage the NPS facing local political
pressure to overlook unacceptable inholder activity such as construction of a
motel in a park area containing seasonal
single family homes and generally undeveloped land. This incompatible land
use could become a serious threat to the
park. NPS staff time would be diverted to
deal with private property disputes rather
than managing park resources.
The federal government rarely exercises its plenary and preemptive power
because it strives to avoid local controversy. Political sensitivities assure that
the NPS will bend over backwards to
avoid confronting Mariposa County or
California officials. The state really holds
significant leverage over the federal
government.
The failure of Congress to provide
statutory directives for the NPS is another
aspect of unexercised federal power. The
NPS must act pursuant to Congressional
authorization, but few statutory directives
exist. When Congress does act, it is
typically slow in passing legislation. Such
delay may render legislation ineffective
in protecting a resource threatened with
immediate exploitation. The NPS may
not have the luxury of waiting for Congressional directives.
Further, exclusive jurisdiction better
protects the resource because it provides
clear lines of authority over park management. Legally, there is no confusion
about who possesses ultimate authority:
the NPS is the final decision maker.
Psychologically, exclusive jurisdiction
does not create concurrent jurisdiction's
false expectations of equal state and
federal power.
Finally, exclusive jurisdiction better
protects the resource because it is faster,
easier and cheaper to implement. There
are fewer management problems
because there are fewer decision makers.
If the NPS perceives a serious threat to
park resources it may act to protect the
resource without significant delay
because the federal government is the
sole decision maker.
However, exclusive jurisdiction has
weaknesses. First, the federal government may not be able to respond effectively to local needs. A large bureaucracy
based in Washington, far from inholders,
may be too distant to deal with daily
problems. Even when local park units
identify problems, the bulk of the federal
bureaucracy may prevent the NPS from

responding effectively to inholders.
Second, national park and local inholder goals may unavoidably conflict.
Local needs to develop land may contradict the national park mandate to preserve
land. The NPS and inholders may have
unresolvably conflicting agendas.
Finally, local resistance to any type of
outside regulatory control is not unusual.
Landowners resent control of their
property by a geographically distant
federal agency. Inholders believe land
use decisions are better left to local
governments who are more accessible
and often more responsive to land use
problems.
Concurrent jurisdiction enables local
government to make management decisions about residential services
delivery and land use. City and county
governments are arguably better
equipped to deal with daily problems and
management than the NPS because they
can better determine local needs. Local
government may be more responsive
because it is already organized to deliver
services.
Under concurrent jurisdiction, local
government bears the cost of administering expensive residential services such
as water trunk lines and hook-ups. It is
unclear whether Mariposa County can

adequately finance these services even
with the federal government's in lieu
taxes contributing almost one third of
Mariposa County's annual budget. In an
era of shrinking federal financing for
parks, local financing and control might
release NPS personnel to concentrate on
park management rather than inholder
concerns.
Concurrent jurisdiction has serious
drawbacks. Can a local community maintain the global perspective necessary to
protect a unique natural resource that
belongs to both the nation and the
world? If local government is empowered
to zone land within the park, will local
interests interfere with the wider national
responsibility to regulate land in a
manner supportive of NPS goals? Will
residents seek to overturn land use
ordinances that protectthe park resource
by restricting private property uses?
In Wawona, past experience with
Mariposa County's exercise of power
may be illustrative. The federal government possesses exclusive criminal jurisdiction over Wawona and Mariposa
County and its governing body, the
Board of Supervisors, recognize this. The
Board of Supervisors directs the actions
of county personnel, including the
sheriff's department. The Board knew of
a deputy sheriff's entry into Wawona with
gun drawn to make a felony arrest, but
neither disapproved of nor attempted to
stop the arrest. Thus, the Board inappropriately assumed criminal jurisdiction within Wawona. Given valid legal
authority through concurrent civil jurisdiction, the county might well disregard
the federal government's authority again.
If the county and federal governments
could not agree over conflicting uses, the
county might successfully ignore any
federal governmental exercise of preemptive power. If the political situation
were sensitive, the federal government
might not pursue its preemptive power.
The result might be de facto county
control.
Implications of Retrocession
Park funding and staffing directly affect
the federal government's ability to protect
parks and provide for public use. At a
time when the NPS is already inadequately staffed, dealing with differing federal
and state agendas presents the possibility
of bureaucratic and resource nightmares.
When Mariposa County and the NPS encounter an impasse in their joint jurisdictional venture, NPS staff time may be
diverted from park management to bureaucratic disagreements surrounding suburban problems. Congress directed the
NPS to protect precious park resources,
not referee suburban squabbles.
Theoretically, the federal government
may prevail using its plenary and preemptive power, per Kleppe v. New

Mexico. Practically, however, it might
never exercise this authority in order to
avoid antagonizing Mariposa County and
California. The NPS may spend countless hours and immeasureable energy in
suburban management rather than park
protection. Staff will probably handle
politically troublesome problems before
less controversial park matters.
Any federal-state litigation would
involve federal litigators from the U.S.
Department of Justice and their clients,
the National Park Service and attorneys
from the Department of the Interior. The
California Department of Justice litigators would represent lawyers and nonlegal staff from the California State Lands
Commission. The cost of such a controversy could devour taxpayer dollars and
stymie park protection in solving disputes of a handtul of inholders.
By living within a national park, inholders enjoy a special privilege unimagined by most Americans. They may
need the services of any urban community, but the fact remains that they live
within a Congressionally protected area.
If inholders comply with NPS protection
goals, their community should remain
intact, and they would continue to enjoy
the benefits of living within a national
park.

Downgrading federal jurisdiction within national parks is unusual and viewed
by some as less important than other
park threats. Wawona's precedential
value should not be overlooked. Retrocession mirrors the current federal
philosophy of decreasing federal spending, increasing privatization and expanding state's rights. The push for
decreased federal responsibility seriously
threatens the management and protection of park resources.
As a crown jewel of the park system,
Yosemite is always subject to intense
public scrutiny. High visibility may
ultimately protect Yosemite, but what of
less glamorous parks? Even in Yosemite,
the protection that high visibility affords
may be inadequate to safeguard a unique
and irreplaceable national treasure.
Naomi Rosen is a 1986 graduate of the
UC Davis School of Law who also holds a
Master's Degree in Public Health. She
clerked for the California Attorney
General's Environment Law section and
interned with the United States Department of the Interior's Office of the
Regional Solicitor. The views in this
article do not reflect those of the Department of the Interior.
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building, logging, irrigation, industrial
and agricultural pollution, and road construction have seriously degraded all of
these conditions by destroying suitable
habitat and blocking migratory paths.
Some sources estimate that 50% of the
salmon runs have been destroyed.
In Phase I/ the State had argued that it
was not necessary to imply a treatybased environmental right because the
habitat was already protected by a
number of state and federal regulatory
programs concerned with forest practices, waste disposal, pesticide use, dambuilding, and water quality. The District
Court left the issue of whether or not
existing means were adequate to enforce
the treaty environmental right to the
remedial stage of the litigation. Last April,
the court of Appeals vacated the environmental portion of Judge Orrick's opinion
on procedural grounds. United States v.
Washington, 759 F. 2d 1353 (9th Cir.,
1985). The issue has yet to be resolved
but the obvious question remains: if
governmental agencies were doing such
a fine job protecting the habitat, why
have salmon and steelhead populations
been declining?
While Phase II was being decided in
the District Court for western Washington, the Yakima Nation was fighting the
irrigation practices of farmers in eastern
Washington. In 1980, the District Court
for eastern Washington ordered water
released from a water project reservoir in
order to preserve nests of salmon eggs
that would have otherwise been exposed
and destroyed by low post-irrigation
water levels. The farmers argued that
under an allocation scheme established
by a 1945 consent decree, the Indians
were not entitled to any more water, but
the District Court refused to apply that
limitation to treaty fishing rights. A year
ago, the Court of Appeals affirmed the

jurisdiction of the District Court order
and denied a rehearing, effectively upholding the Yakima Nation's environmental right to protect the salmon from
manmade degradation. Kittitas Reclamation District v. Sunnyside Valley Irrigation
district, 763 F. 2d 1032 (9th Cir., 1985).
Just how extensive this environmental
right is, and how far courts will go in
upholding it, remains to be seen. In terms
of resource management, the issue of
treaty fishing rights is dealth with more
effectively in Washington than in many
other states, but the matter is far from
settled, and there are strong feelings on
both sides. Some commercial and sport
fishermen call for Congressional abrogation of all treaty rights, while many
Indian leaders claim that the courts are
not doing enough to protect these rights.
It has been suggested that every dollar
spent on litigation would be better applied toward habitat rehabilitation and
run enhancement, for without a coordinated effort to develop cooperative
management and allocation policies, all
the court rulings in the world won't
restore habitat and bring the salmon
back. Neither side will be able to claim
victory if, as Judge Orrick noted in his
opinion, "the right to take fish (is)
reduced to the right to dip one's net into
the water ... and bring it out empty."
Phase II, 506 F. Supp. at 203 (1980).
Joe Robinson grew up in Yosemite
where he developed an impossible expectation that everyone feels the same way
about wilderness that he does. He thrives
on any kind of activity in the mountains
so long as it doesn't include firing a gun.
Joe graduated from UC San Diego with
degrees in biology and writing. He spent
four years ski-bumming in Idaho before
beginning law school last fall.

litigation is used against them. In
Wyoming, EF! co-founder Howie Wolke
was sentenced to six months in jail and
fined $750 for pulling up survey stakes
from an oil and gas development road in
the Bridger-Teton National Forest. Bill
Cramer, the Justice of the Peace in
Pinedale, Wyoming, admitted he acted
under pressure to hand down a severe
sentence.
Judge Cramer made it clear that the
sentence was intended as a message to
deterfuture acts of eco-defense, whether
by Wolke or others, according to EF's
newspaper. Foreman sees Wolke's case
as evidence that development forces are
seeking to lobby the judicial system the
same way they have worked the political
realm in the past.
Other non-violent protests are also the
target of litigation. EF! used civil disobedience in Oregon where members
and friends formed blockades to stop
timber removal and road construction
and were arrested. Some of the offenders
were found guilty of misdemeanors
despite arguing that their blockade was
necessary to stop the evil being perpetrated against the environment. "That
(defense) hasn't worked, but it has gotten
the message out," Foreman said.
One situation that has Foreman
worried is a recent Oregon case where
Williamette Industries sued blockaders
for damages suffered because of delays
in harvesting timber, and won.
"I find this disturbing because it may
serve to inhibit this kind of protest in the
future."
But, so far, the group hasn't lessened
its efforts. Blockading, eco-defense and
paper monkey-wrenching are all going
strong.
Foreman notes that EF!'s success is
counted many ways-from actual legal
wins to more subtle victory. He points to
the controversy over Yellowstone's
Fishing Bridge Campground and the
consequent arousal of the legal arms of
mainstream environmental groups.
"While Earth First! isn't doing the legal
action (against Fishing Bridge), people
friendly to Earth First! are. And, this
probably wouldn't have happened at all
without Earth First!'s protests in bear
suits."
Marc Picker is a formeraward-winning
newspaper reporter and editor who has
worked throughout the West, including a
number of rural towns in Nevada, Texas
and California. He will be the editor of
Environs for 1986-87 and will graduate
from King Hall School of Law in 1988.
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